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Abstract: Historically-informed Performance Encounters Music Education and Examination: the Case of Vivaldi’s RV 356

In the past decades, Historically Informed Performance (HIP) has had a strong impact on mainstream musical performance and, to some extent, on music education. At the same time, while there is plenty of early music in the performance tutorial literature and in examination syllabuses, the HIP elements reflected in these pieces are typically handled in different ways on stage and in recordings on the one hand, and in educational and examination contexts on the other.

Should HIP concepts and practices be introduced at early stages of learning? In cases such as Vivaldi’s Violin Concerto in A Minor, RV 356, how did the work become popular in the tutorial literature and performance examinations, bearing in mind that the edition by Tivadar Nachéz (1859–1930) – widely-used in this area, often without any acknowledgment to him – heavily revised Vivaldi’s original, turning it into a piece in an almost romantic style? What are the implications of the different editions of RV 356 that are included in today’s performance tutors and examination syllabuses issued by ABRSM and other bodies such as the Central Conservatory and Shanghai Conservatory in China?
Using Vivaldi’s RV 356 as a case study, this article not only investigates how the HIP concept has spread among these ‘teaching pieces’ but also, by focusing on education and examination, predicts where things might go in the future. This largely depends on the tutorials, examination syllabuses, and teaching strategies reflecting a greater or lesser awareness of HIP. The author argues that, ideally, the new generation of young performers should be able to take in the HIP elements naturally from their earliest contact with this repertoire and as part of both their creative motivation and their acquisition of technical competence.

**Historically-informed Performance Encounters Music Education and Examination: the Case of Vivaldi’s RV 356**

**Introduction**

*In a sense, this century [the C20th] has had three avant-gardes. The first, of course, was the great new works written in it. The second was a huge store of medieval and Baroque music recovered from near-extinction and brought to a delighted public. The third avant-garde grew out of the necessary serious thought about how such unknown music should be performed.*

Sir Roger Norrington

![Figure 1](image)

*Figure 1 The Average HIP scores of 40 recordings of Bach’s Solos for Violin released in the 1980s, 1990s and 2000s (data further processed from Fabian, 2015)*

In recent decades, Historically Informed Performance (HIP) has had a strong impact upon mainstream musical performance (MSP), just as Sir Roger Norrington has noted that the second and third avant-gardes have largely changed our everyday musical life and taste. According to an empirical study of recordings of Bach’s solo works for violin, carried out by Dorottya Fabian in 2015, the numbers of features such as phrasing, accenting, bowing and ornamentation showing the influence of HIP thinking and practice have generally increased in the recordings by newer generations of violinists. The original tables and charts of scores based on the HIP features were listed in her book by date of birth. In Figure 1, I have further processed the raw data and made a chart of the average HIP scores sorted by the publication year of the CDs.
In an era when musical performance tends towards the literal rendering of the score and performances therefore increasingly resemble one another, HIP, as an arguably more flexible and inclusive concept than the problematic ‘authentic performance’, may actually provide a source of creativity and individuality. There are not only HIP ‘specialists’ with particular interests in early music, such as Elizabeth Wallfisch, but also a growing number of MSP musicians who are more or less inspired by HIP practices, such as Janine Jansen. As shown in Figure 2, the boundary between the two camps has merged such that, in the future, it might become increasingly difficult to find a ‘pure’ mainstream (or, as one might put it, historically ‘uninformed’) performer.

*Figure 2 The increasing overlap of HIP and MSP*

At the same time, there is plenty of music in the performance tutorial literature and in examination syllabuses that comes from the era which we perhaps associate most closely with HIP – that is to say, the Baroque era. For instance, almost 50% percent of the pieces listed in the widely used Suzuki method were selected from this period (Figure 3). Technically speaking, playing Baroque music on the violin normally only requires low positions, limited use of vibrato, simple bowing, terraced dynamics and a steady tempo, which lends it to performance by young pupils with smaller limbs and hands. However, any awareness of the HIP implications of this repertoire is usually neglected, both in terms of the editions used and the performing practices encouraged.³

*Figure 3 Distribution by style and period of pieces in the complete Suzuki method books (1-10)*
Vivaldi’s RV 356 as a case study

Among Baroque composers, Antonio Vivaldi (1678-1741) features especially strongly at this intersection of HIP repertoire with early learning methods. His works have not only become increasingly popular both on the concert platform and in recordings during the second half of the 20th century but have also been used frequently for a variety of educational purposes. A typical example is his Violin Concerto in A Minor, RV 356, which frequently appears in all sorts of tutorials and syllabuses, as well as in recordings and concerts. It is the sixth work from Vivaldi’s Op. 3, L’Estro armonico (The Harmonic Inspiration), which is a set of 12 concertos for stringed instruments, first published in Amsterdam in 1711. Vivaldi scholars have described the set as "perhaps the most influential collection of instrumental music to appear during the whole of the eighteenth century". Sales were even more successful than those of Vivaldi’s famous 1725 collection, Il cimento dell’armonia e dell’inventione (The Contest Between Harmony and Invention), which contains Le quattro stagioni (The Four Seasons), the most popular set of violin concertos ever recorded.

The Nachéz edition of RV 356

The revival of RV 356 in the 20th century owed a great deal to a Hungarian violinist and composer Tivadar Nachéz (1859-1930) who produced new editions of Vivaldi’s concertos. His edition of RV 356 was published in 1912 and was dedicated to the famous French violin virtuoso Jacques Thibaud (1880-1953). On the one hand, Nachéz’s editions promoted these forgotten pieces but, on the other, they were more like romantic arrangements than serious editions exhibiting the kinds of attitudes towards scholarly respect for the original that we would now expect. They display numerous problems reflecting a generally more cavalier approach to historical faithfulness at that time, such as producing a fully-realised basso continuo part for organ, complete with thick chords instead of Vivaldi’s leaner contrapuntal textures. In the solo violin part, Nachéz inserted a considerable number of additional articulation, dynamic and expression marks, such as tenuto, crescendo and largamente (Figure 4), which clearly reflect the musical taste – but also the expectations of editorial guidance - of the early 20th century.

Figure 4 The first pages of RV 356, first edition 1711 and Nachéz’s Edition 1912
On occasions, Nachéz completely recomposed passages in his own style. For example, in bars 74-94 of the 3rd movement, he replaced Vivaldi’s characteristic repetitive patterns with some brilliant arpeggios which sound very different from the original (Figure 5). Furthermore, he seems to have misunderstood early 18th-century notational conventions. In bars 55-57 of the 1st movement, the accidentals on F and G should be valid only once (Figure 6) producing the differentiated rising and falling contour that is normally heard in a melodic minor scale; otherwise the copyist would have repeated them on the following notes, as he did in bars 44-45 (Figure 7).

Figure 5 Bars 74-94 of the 3rd movement, first edition and Nachéz Edition

Figure 6 Bars 55-57 of the 1st movement, first edition and Nachéz Edition

Figure 7 Bars 44-45 of the 1st movement, first edition and bars 55-57 in proper modern notation respectively

RV 356 in Suzuki Method

It is not surprising that the Japanese educator Shinichi Suzuki (1898-1998) adopted the Nachéz editions of Vivaldi’s concertos (including those of RV 317 and 356) when developing his method books in the mid-twentieth century. He included the 1st and 3rd movements of RV 356 in Book 4 and the 2nd movement in Book 5, which was appropriate according to their respective technical demands. However, the potential problem was that he did not mention Nachéz’s heavy editorial role in the notated appearance of these pieces (see Figure 8, below, where the attribution is simply to Vivaldi).

As the Suzuki method subsequently became world famous, many music books and tutorials re-copied and distributed these concertos without specifying whether the music represented Nachéz’s edition or Vivaldi’s original. Therefore, whether in Europe or America, Australia or Asia, millions of violin learners around the globe have unwittingly played the Nachéz editions of Vivaldi’s concertos assuming them to be as the composer would have conceived them. As a result, they have unconsciously studied and internalised a series of Baroque pieces in a guise that, from the perspective of 18th-century music, is decidedly ‘historically uninformed’, while telling us a great deal about how late 19th-century musicians saw earlier music through the lens
of their own tastes. The much visited YouTube video ‘The amazing 6-Year-Old Child Violinist Brianna Kahane Performs “Vivaldi Concerto in A Minor”’, offers a good example of this.\(^6\) Above all, in the case of RV 356 and other works by Vivaldi, for vast numbers of violin teachers and students it is the version found in the Suzuki method that gives them their first impression of what a Baroque violin concerto looks like and should sound like.

\[\text{Figure 8 The first page of RV 356 in Suzuki Method Book 4, international edition 1995}\]

\textbf{Urtext editions and commercial recordings}

This problem had hardly been noticed until the turn of the century when several urtext editions\(^7\) were published and both the 1711 first edition and the Nachéz edition were shared online by IMSLP. On the 300\(^{th}\) anniversary of Vivaldi’s Op.3, I also published a critical and educational edition of RV 356 in China (Figure 9) with a demonstration and a three-tempo
accompaniment CD, in which I tried to balance the edition’s pedagogical purpose with reflecting something of the performing conventions that would have applied in Vivaldi’s era. For example, an extra-long editorial commentary, combining musicological investigations and educational suggestions, was included and all the added bowing, fingering and expression marks were distinguished from Vivaldi’s original notation by dotted lines and different fonts. These efforts were intended to help in clarifying issues of pedagogical expedience and scholarly scrupulousness among violin teachers and learners.

Figure 9 The covers of my edition of RV 356, published by Shanghai Conservatory of Music Press in 2011

For the general public, comparing commercial recordings might be a more effective way of getting them involved in questions of style and sound relating to musical works of earlier centuries such as RV 356. In 1936, an Italian violinist Armida Senatra (1888-1973) made a set of 78rpm discs with organ and orchestra, which was one of the first available recordings of this piece, in which he faithfully followed the Nachéz edition. Then, in 1976, the Polish-Mexican violinist Henryk Szeryng (1918-1988) made a recording with the English Chamber Orchestra in what would then have been regarded as a more appropriately Baroque style. However, perhaps the most influential recording of RV 356 was that which appeared in the popular album by Itzhak Perlman (1945-) “Concertos from My Childhood”, issued in 1999. In this compilation, Perlman performs with the Juilliard Orchestra several violin concertos that have been widely used for educational purposes. For RV356, he generally follows Vivaldi’s original edition but with a mixed approach closer in many respects to MSP. By contrast, one of the notable HIP recordings was made by the Australian Baroque violinist Elizabeth Wallfisch (1952-) with the Tafelmusik Baroque Orchestra in 2007 (see Table 1).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Soloist</th>
<th>Orchestra</th>
<th>YouTube Link</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1936</td>
<td>Armida Senatra</td>
<td>Unnamed orchestra</td>
<td><a href="https://youtu.be/fLdtqOHT7YA">https://youtu.be/fLdtqOHT7YA</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1976</td>
<td>Henryk Szeryng</td>
<td>English Chamber Orchestra</td>
<td><a href="https://youtu.be/hB5SSbn0xLo">https://youtu.be/hB5SSbn0xLo</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1999</td>
<td>Itzhak Perlman</td>
<td>Juilliard Orchestra</td>
<td><a href="https://youtu.be/eTPiZup0QmM">https://youtu.be/eTPiZup0QmM</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 Representative commercial recordings of RV 356

Although Perlman’s largely MSP and Wallfisch’s HIP recordings sound very different, both of them have obtained millions of views on YouTube and are respectively ranked no.1 and no.2 by view count. If we compare these two ‘modern’ recordings with Senatra’s historical one, there are many interesting observations to be made relating to the extent of HIP awareness (Video 2). The most obvious element is tempo. Senatra adopted the Nachéz edition with its heavy orchestration and therefore played the work in a slow and sentimental manner, absorbing it into what one might regard as a typically romantic style. In contrast, Wallfisch’s HIP version with a small Baroque-style ensemble is almost two times faster and sounds pleasingly light and fluid. Perlman’s 1999 recording is just about in the middle between Senatra’s and Wallfisch’s. Besides tempo, there are many aspects reflecting the presence or absence of HIP features, such as the use or not of Vivaldi’s original notation, Baroque pitch, period instruments, articulation, vibrato, improvised ornamentation and the realization of basso continuo. Taken together, these result in not only the overall artistic effect but also specific technical demands being totally different from one recording to the next.

*Video 1* Bars 1–46 of the 1<sup>st</sup> movement, tempo–dynamic curves generated with [www.vmus.net](http://www.vmus.net) developed by the author ([https://youtu.be/ JDHWZl5ddZo](https://youtu.be/ JDHWZl5ddZo))
HIP encounters the world of music education and examination

Replacing the Nachéz edition with Vivaldi’s original?

The publication of urtext editions and the issuing of commercial recordings with increasing HIP awareness has aroused continuing controversy among violin teachers. Some of them have insisted on replacing the Nachéz edition in the Suzuki method with a new one more faithful to Vivaldi’s original, while others have preferred to retain Nachéz edition for its enduring ‘pedagogical value’. Interestingly, the favouring of replacement seems to have been geographically unbalanced. The European Suzuki Association seems to have been the most pro-replacement, which is proportional to the generally strong HIP trend in this area, while other parts of the world, such as America and Asia, seem to have been relatively indifferent to the potential problems of using non-HIP editions.

In the end, the compromise result was that in the newest Suzuki international edition, published in 2008, Nachéz’s name was added next to Vivaldi’s and it was agreed that, in future competitions or exams, specific editions should be assigned for the avoidance of ambiguity. However, such an important revision has not been fully adopted in other Suzuki editions; nor has it in numerous related tutorials. For example, in the newest Chinese edition of Suzuki method books, published in 2009, Vivaldi is still listed without qualification as to the edition used despite the score being that of the Nachéz editions (Figure 10). This might be associated with the geographically unbalanced attitudes towards the HIP already commented upon.
The diversified grading of RV356 with different editions

As discussed before, HIP awareness determines not only the overall artistic effect, but also the specific level of technical difficulty in Baroque concerti. Therefore, the grading of Vivaldi’s RV356 in examinations is significantly different depending on the edition used and the level of HIP awareness expected. In the 2012-15 syllabus of the UK’s Associated Board of the Royal Schools of Music (ABRSM), the first movement of RV 356 is placed in Grade 7 out of 8 (8 being the highest) with Vivaldi’s original bowing and other HIP related requirements such as tempo and articulation being indicated in the score published by the Board. However, in the syllabuses of the Shanghai Conservatory of Music (SCM) and most other Chinese exam bodies, the same movement is usually in graded 4 out of 10, with the editions published being based on Nachéz’s romantic and ‘pedagogically-friendly’ arrangement (Figure 11). Perhaps, the recent updating of Central Conservatory of Music’s exam syllabus is more or less a symptom of the rising HIP trend: in their old syllabus, before 2010, the first movement of RV 356 was in grade 3 out of 9 while, in their newest tutorial book, the same piece has been upgraded to grade 5 out of 9 (Figure 12).


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examination Body</th>
<th>Syllabus Year</th>
<th>Edition</th>
<th>Grading</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ABRSM</td>
<td>2012-15</td>
<td>Quasi urtext</td>
<td>7/8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RCM</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>Suzuki</td>
<td>6/10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMEB</td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>4/8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCM</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Mixed</td>
<td>5/9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCM pre 2010</td>
<td></td>
<td>Mixed</td>
<td>3/9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCM</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>Nachéz</td>
<td>4/10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 12** The diversified grading of RV 356 by various examination bodies with different editions:

ABRSM (The Associated Board of the Royal Schools of Music, UK) 2012-15 syllabus with quasi urtext edition: 7/8,

RCM (The Royal Conservatory of Music, Canada) 2013 syllabus with Suzuki edition: 6/10,

AMEB (Australian Music Examinations Board) 2017 syllabus with unknown edition: 4/8,

CCM (Central Conservatory of Music, China) 2010 newest syllabus with a mixed edition: 5/9,

CCM pre 2010 syllabus with a mixed edition: 3/9,

SCM (Shanghai Conservatory of Music, China) 2011 and most other Chinese exam bodies’ syllabuses with Nachéz edition: 4/10.

**Reflections on musical performance pedagogy**

**Is education falling behind?**

From the evidence presented above, it is obvious that HIP-related considerations in educational practice and publishing are generally insufficiently regarded and that such improvements in this state of affairs as have taken place recently are modest and geographically unbalanced. The series editor of ABRSM’s *Performer’s Guide*, Anthony Burton, lamented in the 2017 edition of the book series that: “it has become increasingly clear that all performances of music of the past can benefit from the knowledge and experience gained by the ‘early music movement’, [but] one area which has lagged behind in this has been education”.

**Technical training before stylistic awareness?**

Music teachers - and therefore their students, too - tend to believe that playing skills should be adequately developed before and, to some extent, isolated from the interpretation of music itself. This view goes hand-in-hand with the belief that the pieces played by beginners are teaching materials, rather than works which need to be considered historically and artistically. In this case study, the problematic Nachéz edition was supported by some violin teachers for its ‘pedagogical value’, which suggests precisely this questionable separation of artistic and pedagogical considerations. The assumption is that once the basic skills are in place, students...
can then turn with a new, artistically-oriented attitude to the music, some of which will already be ‘under their fingers’. However, many scholars have confirmed that “it is common for performers on record to have their personal styles established quite early and not to change them radically thereafter.”\(^\text{10}\) Also, technical aspects such as bowing, and fingerings are closely related to interpretative intention, and those highly impressive HIP performances given by mature artists require a different way of playing from their MSP equivalents. Therefore, it seems counter-intuitive, and potentially damaging to subsequent development, to think about technical training without stylistic considerations playing some kind of role from the earliest stages.

HIP initiation in early education?

Nowadays, historical awareness is so crucial, applying as it does not just to music of the eighteenth century but that of the nineteenth and early twentieth too, that it seems perverse and inefficient to ignore it in the first place and then introduce it afterwards (even if such an approach could really work). We probably need to think about a fundamental question: do we learn music by using an instrument or learn an instrument by using music? In other words, is music the means or the end? If most people, as one would hope, agree that the music itself is the ultimate goal, and that the often long and arduous journey towards mastery of an instrument makes sense only in the context of using that mastery to realise one’s musical needs and ambitions, then this has profound implications for the whole shape and trajectory of music education. Pieces like Vivaldi’s RV 356 are not only ‘teaching material’ but also ‘works of art’, deserving of our understanding in terms of what they have to say to us artistically. If we make our first acquaintance of them only in the former context, something of that separation is likely to remain in our subsequent relationship with them.

Any art-work of any substance has the capacity to speak to different generations and cultures in terms that they find intelligible and congenial. Nachéz’s editions of Vivaldi, and performances made using them such as Senatra’s in the 1930s, are not to be disparaged just because they no longer resonate for us in the same way that they did for those musicians in their time. But, for better or worse, in our times HIP has become the prevailing orthodoxy for the performance of earlier music. As has been argued by many commentators, in many ways it is a ‘modern’ (or even ‘post-modern’) phenomenon that defines us and our age, rather than fixing for all eternity the essential nature of music such as that composed by Vivaldi.\(^\text{11}\)

Clearly, we should not repeat the common historical error of believing in the unique correctness of our own way of doing things; but if we wish our music education to be a source of inspiration and creativity, we need to ensure that there is not a dislocation between the musical sounds that surround us in our first years of instrumental lessons and those that we will encounter at more advanced levels and in the recordings we listen to and concerts we attend. The concept of music as a performing art, vibrant and relevant to us in our modern times, should be present from the moment that we first conjure sounds out of an instrument. Therefore, the stylistic and interpretative aspects of musical performance should be better taught and should be combined as early as possible with training in the technical requirements of specific instruments.

Conclusion

This paper, with Vivaldi’s RV 356 as its focus, has not only investigated how the HIP concept has spread among even MSP performances of works from the eighteenth century, but has also exposed the gap between this development in the artistic sphere and the persistence of earlier attitudes surrounding the use of such works as ‘teaching pieces’. In addition, by focusing on
education and examination, it has predicted a direction in which things might go in the future. The kinds of changes called for largely depend on tutoring manuals, examination syllabuses and teaching strategies reflecting greater historical and stylistic awareness. In the case of RV 356, the general trend towards HIP or 'HIP-inspired' performances is obvious, but the education field seems to have been falling behind public taste and some geographical imbalance is also noted. In practice, there are numerous pieces similar to RV 356 in the standard teaching repertoire. Ideally, the new generation of young performers should be able to absorb HIP elements naturally as part of both their creative motivation and their acquisition of technical competence.
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